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Mark Desch • Director, Upper Midwest Region
CCCA Board of Managers

Bjorn Anderson • Editor, Windshield Post and UMR 
CCCA Board of Managers

I am pleased to say that the membership of the 
UMR has been pretty stable in recent years.  We 
have been able to recruit a few members to help 
replace those we have lost.  There just under 
one hundred members, and we could always 
use more, especially those that want to become 
active in the club.  Also, unlike the national 
CCCA, we have maintained a strong financial 
position, thanks to some of our members that 
had the foresight to start projects that have 
continued to add to our bank account.  This 
strong financial position has allowed us to 
contribute to the CCCA Foundation and pay for 

$3,200 in computer hardware for the new CCCA 
office in Chicago.  I believe that the UMR is one 
of the more stable and active groups in the 
CCCA.

This spring we started off our activities with the 
“Classic Reveal”.  Unfortunately, I was unable to 
attend, but I understand we had a good-sized 
group of UMR members at the Sunday brunch.  
The Spring Garage Tour had to be postponed 
because of weather.  However, it was somewhat 
abbreviated, the tour turned out to be a big 
success.  After starting out at Jerry Steelman’s 
Headquarters Machine and Restoration for 
coffee and doughnuts, we went to see the 
Fitterman collection only a few blocks away.  
What a wonderful surprise.  We were treated to 
a large collection of not only classics, but many 
nicely restored cars in an interesting setting.  
We then went to the Irv Kessler collection where 
we were treated to some outstanding cars, most 
of which have been beautifully restored.  We 
were done with the tour by noon which gave us 
plenty of time to enjoy the rest of the day.

Welcome again to the “new” Windshield Post. I 
continue to finesse the new format and 
appreciate comments I’ve gotten here and there 
along the way. There are some new articles in 
the works coming your way soon, but we are still 
always looking for member’s like you to come 
up with content. If you have ideas, please don’t 

hesitate to 
share. Board 
members can 
help get your 
idea off the 
ground if you 
are not sure.

Many member’s 
have been asking for technical articles and 
information and I hope to be adding some in 
with regularity soon.  

Well I can finally report the purchase of my first 
classic. The 1931 Pierce Arrow Series 42 
7-Passenger Sedan has been owned by UMR 
member Ken Woods since 1951. I will try to own 
and enjoy the car as long as Mr. Woods did.

- Bjorn Anderson

FROM THE EDITOR

DIRECTOR’S CORNER



Most of the members of the UMR Board attended 
“The Experience” in Hickory Corners, Michigan.  
Several members drove over early in the week to 
donate their skills to servicing some of the 
vehicles in the museum.  The Grand Classic, put 
on by the Michigan Region, was on Saturday, 
June 1st.  We had three UMR member cars 
judged and all received first in their class.  Tom 
Brace’s ’38 Packard received 99.75 points in the 
Premier Class; Al Longley’s ’47 Lincoln received 
99.50 points in the Primary Production Class; 
and my ’37 Packard received 97.5 points in the 
Senior Production Class.  Not a bad showing for 
the UMR.

Our ’37 Packard arrived at Hickory Corners after 
we drove it in early May on the Legends CARavan 
in upstate New York.  We put nearly 900 miles on 
the car in New York, then had it shipped from 
Saratoga Springs to Michigan.  I felt a little 
uncomfortable having the car judged for the 
Grand Classic, since we had put so many miles 
on it without resolving some minor problems.  
However, the Packard ran great and we drove it 
from Hickory Corners to Stillwater after the show.  
We left “The Experience” Sunday afternoon and 
drove to Ludington, Michigan.  On Monday 
morning we took the ferry across Lake Michigan 
and arrived in Manitowoc, Wisconsin at noon.  
From their we got on Highway #10 and followed 
it to Stevens Point with a few stops along the way.  
We ended up in Stillwater about 8:30 Monday 
evening.  A long day, but the old Packard ran 
great.

We have several events coming up.  The 10,000 
Lakes Consours d’ Elegance on July 28th.  You 
are encouraged to take the time to see a great 
car show on the banks of Lake Minnetonka.  Our 
annual picnic will again be at Al Longley’s house 
on August 17th.  The weather should be great 
and there are usually a lot of UMR classics driven 
to the picnic.  Enjoy your summer and drive those 
classics.

- Mark Desch, UMR Director

Our friend Byron “Barney” Olsen passed away in July 
after a long illness.

Barney was the consummate “car guy”.  If you were with 
Barney in front of a line of cars, old or new, our man 
could comment on design features, styling or the 
competence of the manufacturer.  I would walk the car 
corral at Hershey with him and it could take all day.  
Fortunately Barney was a chap who did not like to miss 
his meals so come lunchtime we could take a break!  
Many of us are knowledgable about our own cars and 
not much else but Barney was an expert in all aspects 
of our hobby!

Barney’s Classic Lincoln was his pride and joy.  He 
purchased it from a neighbour in St Anthony Park and 
kept it faithfully in its very original condition.  I drove 
with him via the Luddington Ferry across Lake Michigan 
to a Lincoln gathering at Hickory Corners and later 
travelled with he and his wife Alis to Pebble Beach.  

Barney was a prolific author of both automotive and 
railroad books, wrote a regular column for Old Cars 
Weekly and was a past editor of our Windshield Post.  
As a result of his research efforts he amassed a huge 
collection of automotive literature.  His humorous and 
knowledgable colour commentaries at auctions and 
car shows were legendary.  

Barney’s passing leaves a void in the hobby and in the 
lives of his family and many friends.  

RIP our friend.

- Tom Warth
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Byron “Barney” Olsen
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Words and Photos by Bob Gavrilescu

Tom Brace and I brought Tom and Gunta’s 1938 Packard 12 
Club Sedan which scored 99.75 points and won a Premier 
badge. Al and Kathy Longley’s 1947 Lincoln Continental 
Cabriolet scored 99.50 points for the Senior badge. Mark 
and Gloria Desch’s 1937 Packard 12 1508 Sedan also won 
it’s Senior badge.

Don Hanson was happy to see his newly donated 1924 
Packard Town Car was being kept in pristine condition in the 
Classic Car Club of America Museum.

The 17 Duesenbergs in the Gilmore Heritage Center were 
an awesome display.

Jerry Steelman, Dave Sandels, and Randy McGinnis got an 
early Marmon Sedan running for the CCCA museum. 

CCCA Museum Experience 
2019

Clockwise from top left:
1. Tom Brace’s 1938 
    Packard 12 Club Sedan
2. Jack Dunning’s 1929 
   Auburn 120 Boattail 
    Speedster
3. Robert Cornman, Jr.’s
   1931 Franklin 153 
   Sportsman Coupe
4. Al Longley’s 1947 Lincoln 
   Continental Cabriolet
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CCCA Museum Experience 
2019
Some of the 17 Duesenbergs on exhibit 
in the CCCA Museum.
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Former UMR Director Steve Scalzo passed away earlier this year. He was born Feb-
ruary 14, 1928. He had a extensive collection of cars and antiques stored at his 
building in Atwater, Minnesota. Steve and Rose and their daughters were frequent 
CARavaners. Their usual CARavan car was the 1939 Cadillac 75 sedan. Steve was a 
Buick and Cadillac guy, but owned a lot of other cars as well, including a WWII Jeep 
that he bought as war surplus, still in the crate.

- Tom St. Martin

STEVE SCALZO

Steve and Rose and a bottle of Baileys on a 
Caribbean cruise after a CCCA Annual Meet-
ing in Florida.
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The UMR Board of Managers is 
proud to have made two donations on 
behalf of it’s members. One donation 
of $3200 to CCCA National for the 
purchase of new computers and 
software, and one donation to the 
CCCA Educational Foundation of 
$2000.
These donations were made using 
profits from the recent UMR 
sponsored CARavan and the 
Olympian Cars book project.
The UMR Board hopes that both of 
these donations will help further our 
hobby on a foundational level.
The UMR was recognized at the 
National Meet in Scottsdale and we 
have received letters from each of the 
recipients with thanks.

UMR Donations to Benefit 
National CCCA and 

Educational Foundation

Classic Car Club of America
Educational Foundation
P.O. Box 346160
Chicago, Il. 60634

May 1, 2019
Mr. Mark L. Desch
Director, Upper Midwest Region
Classic Car Club of America

Dear Mr. Desch,
This note is to recognize and thank you and your region for your most generous donation of $2000.00 to the 
CCCA Educational Foundation.
Your support of the goals of the Foundation is most appreciated and we look forward to making you aware of the 
many activities made possible in part by your generosity.

Sincerely,
Christopher Bock
Secretary
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Classic Car Club of America, Inc.
3501 Algonquin Road Suite 300
Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

April 22, 2019

Dear Upper Midwest Region Board of Directors,

On behalf of the Classic Car Club of America, I 
wish to THANK YOU for the generous donation of 
$3,200 made to our organization that was used to 
purchase for new office hardware and software. 

Moving to our new office space earlier this year 
provided the perfect opportunity to upgrade our old 
and ineffective computers. These computers were 
not only slow in response and prone to random 
breakdown, they were not even new when the 
CCCA first received them. It was very refreshing 
change for Toni when she began using it and said 
many times in awe, “Wow, this is so fast!” 

As we continue down a development path with new 
technology including the new website, we hope to 
also create opportunity for updates and changes to 
Annual Meetings, Grand Classics and the like to 
be done onsite at any event. The purchase of new 
hardware in the form of laptops/docking stations for 
the office was the first time we could start to better 
plan for that responsiveness to our members at the 
event themselves. Anyone who has ever made a 
change to judging at a Grand Classic, tried to sign 
up for or confirm their registration at an event only 
to be told it will be done when we get back to the 
office, will appreciate that we can better plan for the 
future. 

The Classic Car Club of America is faced with a 
tremendous amount of financial challenges right 
now of which I know we can recover, move forward 
and grow. It is the support of regions like yours that 
make this critical time far easier on the staff and 
the members and help us plan better for our future 
successes.

Sincerely yours,
Carrol Jensen
President
Classic Car Club of America
www.ClassicCarClub.org

Max Merritt has been chosen and awarded with the 
UMR CCCA Moptoring Legacy Award for 2019, and 
they have offered this note of thanks.

“Dear Tom,
I would again like to thank you and the nominat-
ing commitee for this years CCCA Motoring Legacy 
award given to Max Merritt Auto Parts. The clubs 
recognition of the years of hard work, research, and 
investment that our team has put into the preserva-
tion of this great marque known as Packard is a great 
honor for us! We trulty appreciate that you thought 
us worthy of national recognition.

It was nice getting to talk with you and have such 
a nice meal together at the awards banquet. It was 
a lovely evening and we really enjoyed ourselves. 
We look forward to meeting up with you at a future 
gathering.

Thank you again and best regards,
Fred and Jackie Bruner
and the staff of Max Merritt Auto Parts 

Thank You
  to UMR from

  Max Merritt



Hickory Corners 2019
Words and Photos by Randy McKinnis

Another opportunity this year for me to tag 
along with Jerry Steelman and Dave Sandels 
as a volunteer for the CCCA Museum’s Grand 
Classic & Experience. Too late for me to remem-
ber how many years ago I asked for a ‘ride’ to 
Hickory Corners for what has become an annual 
week long trip. Jerry and Dave started attend-
ing to the Museum’s collection years before me 
and making the trip has proven to be a tremen-
dous learning experience for this armchair en-
thusiast.

New this year was the decision to focus on 
just one car and this was possible due to a 
combination of several factors. Previous years 
we had gone through most of the Museum’s 
static collection dealing primarily with fuel 
varnishing issues but more recently the Gilmore 
Museum garage has added aviation fuel to its 
inventory which improves this fuel longevity 
problem. Most importantly the CCCA Museum 
Trustees have recently decided to direct 
resources to selectively restore some of the cars 
in the collection.

w w w. u m r c c c a . c o m12



Hickory Corners 2019

Included in the collection is a 1926 Marmon D-74, an 
unrestored original that had not run for an estimated 
twenty years. The car was donated to the Museum 
about two years ago after serving as a loaner for 
the previous ten years. Last year we removed the 
fuel tank and brought it back to MN after the local 
Kalamazoo tank restorer ‘declined the opportunity’ 
to deal with its condition. After a little discussion we 
decided to dedicate our time this year to getting this 
beautiful car running once again.

With the fuel tank restored here in MSP, paint brush in 
hand, I applied a coat of ‘BBQ Black’ paint, an amaz-
ing product intended for our backyard cookers. I had 
noticed the mechanics at Headquarters Machine us-
ing it for some chassis components. Back in Hickory 
Corners Dave got the ironman award for spending 
most of the first morning flat on his back while we 
struggled to muscle the tank back into place.

With the fuel tank placed we moved on to the Sche-
bler updraft carburetor. After its removal from the 
engine it was obvious that it was fully seized due to 
the previous use of silicone as a gasket material. This 
required extensive cleaning and again played to my 
skill as a semi-skilled laborer. So with gloves on, wire 
brush in hand, assorted chemicals, and emery cloth, 
my hands were a blur. Clean carb on the bench Jerry 
& Dave addressed the other steps necessary to en-
sure all potential gunk in the fuel system was elimi-
nated. They used compressed air to clear rubber and 
metal fuel lines and the vacuum fuel pump where 
rust and debris had accumulated.

Next it was my turn with the wrench and I broke 
the frozen petcock valve off the vacuum pump! It 
was neat to watch the guys use a torch and iron, no 
electricity, to effect a solder repair. With everything 
cleaned and reassembled I witnessed Jerry, again 
this year, perform his magic to adjust and fine-tune 
the carburetor until the Marmon started and contin-
ued to run.

The Museum collection includes a number of 
unrestored cars and in recent years the cars have 
enjoyed increasing owner and collector interest. If 
these cars resonate with you take the time to visit the 
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Old manuals are extremely valuable.

Extensive use of brass.

The Marmon’s motor.
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cccamuseum.org site. On the Home page there 
is a link for “Museum Car Videos”. The unrestored 
cars in the Museum’s collection of approximately 
29 cars include a ‘29 Lincoln L Willoughby Limo, 
‘29 Cord Town Car, ‘33 Cadillac 370C Fleetwood 
Town Car and a ‘47 Cadillac 62 Coupe.

The positive reception for the Museum’s decision 
to restore the 1939 Type 135 Cabriolet Delahaye 
seems to have moved the Trustees to ponder a 
new leather top and a paint job for the 1933 Stutz 
Monte Carlo. A more financially challenging res-
toration for the 1937 Packard Twelve Coupe is 
also under consideration. I encourage all of you 
to consider membership in the CCCA Museum 
and the Gilmore Museum, the umbrella organiza-
tion for all of the marque museums on the Hicko-
ry Corners campus.

Postscript - I would be remiss if I did not recognize 
and thank Art Kollin, Senior Operations Director, 
for his long standing support. His technical and 
practical solution ideas this year were especially 
helpful.

Restored Schebler carburetor installed.

Restored fuel tank ready.



Spring Garage Tour
Bjorn Anderson / Photos by Kyle Peterson

May 25th - UMR members enjoyed another wonderful 
spring garage tour. Thanks go to organizers Tom St. Martin, 
Fred Syrdahl, Jim Davis, Tom Rasmussen, and Winston 
Peterson as well as extra special thanks to Headquarters 
Machine for hosting, and to Mike Fitterman and Irv Kessler 
for sharing their beautiful collections. 
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By Tom Brace

The 2019 CCCA 
Annual Meeting was 

held at the Scottsdale 
Resort at McCormick 
Ranchosition center 

in Scottsdale, Arizona 
from January 13-19.  

w w w. u m r c c c a . c o m16

Tom continues on page 18

2019 CCCA 
Annual Meeting
2019 CCCA 
Annual Meeting

Bob Gavrilescu and I went to the 2019 Annual Meeting in Scottsdale, 
Arizona. This was the first Annual Meeting for Bob and one of many for 
me. When I served on the National Board, I attended nine annual meet-
ings. Before I came to Minnesota in 1987, I also attended some annual 
meetings. We stayed at the Scottsdale Resort at McCormick Ranch. We 
arrived late Tuesday night January 15, 2019 and finding the hotel was 
an adventure as they did not have a sign and it was down a winding 
lane.

The meeting actually started on Sunday evening January 13, 2019. We 
had a number of Minnesota members attending a welcome party as it 
was free. Wednesday morning, we had a Museum Membership Meet-
ing that was chaired by Vice President Al Kroemer. The meeting was 
well attended and informative. Both Bob and I attended the Regional 
Relations Meeting that followed. Every minute of that meeting was 
scripted and there was no time for questions. Historically, this meet-
ing was designed as an interface between the regions and national 
where questions and concerns could be voiced. We then had lunch 
and toured the Wrigley Mansion. About one half of the mansion had a 
restaurant attached to it that made for an interesting tour. The sched-
ule told us that we would go to Taliesin West but found out that was 
not to be. Later Bob and were able to join Paul Lares and Andy Wolf 

Rob Hiliarides 1935 Duesenberg Model JN  - 
Rollston Berline



By Raymond Kroll

The UMR was well represented by the following members:  Don 
& Edie Peterson, Webster Peterson & Kari Albers, Winston & Kyle 
Peterson, Al & Kathy Longley, Tom Brace & Bob Gavrilescue, Paul  
Lares (with Andy Wolff from the Indiana region), Scott Simdorn, 
Dave Brand, Tom & Joan St. Martin, and Carol Ann & Ray Kroll.

For the past three years, the Arizona Concours d’Elegance was 
held at the Biltmore Hotel in Scottsdale.  The cancellation of that 
event provided the CCCA with an ideal format to begin the Ari-
zona Auction Week.  Previously, Tom St. Martin and I traveled to 
the Annual Meeting in Novi Michigan back in 2002.  That wintry 
trip included a visit to the GM Heritage  Center, and the CCCA 
Classic Cars in an indoor exposition center.  Before leaving De-
troit that year we took in the Detroit Auto Show.

In 2015, Carol Ann and I attended the CCCA Annual Meeting in 
Savannah, Georgia.  The CCCA planning staff smartly organized 
the event across the river from historic Savannah.  Sunday morn-
ing , that year we visited the Robert S. Jepson Collection.  At the 
end of that week,  CCCA members toured to Amelia Island and 
the festivities of that Concours & multi- Auction weekend where 
we enjoyed favorable spring weather. 

Then Grand Classic on Monday morning was situated on the 
Community Lawn.  The star of the show was the 1935 Duesen-
berg Model JN Rollston Berline displayed by Rob Hilarides from 
Visalia, California.

Prior to judging, a breakfast was served after which the Judging 
Seminar conducted by Steve Babinsky included viewing of the 
new CCCA Judging Video. 

Special thanks is accorded to Mark Hyman and Hyman Ltd.  for 
sponsoring lunch on the Community Lawn.  That evening mem-
bers enjoyed cocktails and the Grand Classic Banquet to see 
which beautiful Full Classic would receive the Warshawsky An-
nual Meeting Best of Show Award.

Tuesday afternoon Ron Verschoor, CCCA Classic Car Editor led 
an informative meeting of Regional Editors, with suggestions for 
promoting,  and providing tips that .enhance our regional pub-
lications.  During  the week the Arizona Region    Planning Com-
mittee arranged luxury motor coach shuttle service to auctions, 
The Bill Pope Collection, Cactus Gardens and Old Town Scotts-

Ken Kenewell 1930 Auburn Model 8-125 = Phaeton   

Frederick Lax 1934 Auburn  Model 1250 - Phaeton

Tom Hamilton 1938 Cadillac Model 9039 - Town Sedan

Ed Winkler 1947 Cadillac Series 62 Coupe

Dave Brand 1937 Chrysler 8 Airflow C-17, Sedan
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Ray continues on page 19



and toured it on our own. It was a wonderful opportunity 
to compare it with the Wisconsin site both designed by 
Frank Lloyd Wright.

Wednesday evening was the Regional Awards Banquet 
complete with a “singing cowboy on a horse.” This event 
was both outside and inside. I thought riding a horse 
along side the buffet table took a lot of courage by the 
cowboy. The Regional Awards were presented that night 
and the UMR received nothing. The Motoring Legacy 
Awards were given out and our own Paul Lares was a re-
cipient as well as the Max Merritt Company. Both winners 
were very gracious and spoke well of the award. Bob and 
I, as well as about 85 people, ate one of the worlds most 
expensive western buffets at $150/plate.

Thursday, January 17, 2019 we drove to the Clive Cussler 
collection and the great man himself was there. I had just 
finished reading one of his new novels where a beautiful 
Ahrens-Fox Fire Truck played a role in saving the husband 
and wife team who were chasing “the bad guys”. The truck 
was in the collection.

The John Breslow Collection was terrific with one of the 
best fire protection systems have ever seen protecting this 
collection. We had a nice lunch onsite and also enjoyed 
riding in a non-classic Packard throughout the course of 
the day. There were some very nice Full Classics that also 
provided transportation in 70- degree weather.

Friday, January 18, 2019 we had an excellent breakfast 
followed by a Museum Trustee meeting that ran almost 
till noon. The meeting was very productive, and I was glad 
that we had such a great turnout of trustees including 
our President Howard Freedman. That afternoon we then 
went on our own toTaliesin West.

I saw more UMR members at the auctions than I did at the 
Annual Meeting. Others were reported to be around, but 
I did not see them. On Saturday, we accepted the gra-
cious invitation of David Brand and saw his new garage 
and winter home. It was enjoyable after a busy three days 
to relax and speak to an old friend.

Some additional thoughts:
CCCA President Carrol Jensen worked very hard to make 
this Annual Meeting successful. She seemed to need more 
help than she received and was to be found everywhere. 
Anyone who attended owes her a large Thank You. I can 
remember a time when you went to the Annual Meeting 
and attended everything. Today there seems to be a pick 
and choose mentality. If you do not make the same choic-
es, you do not see the friends that you looked forward to 
seeing once a year. You also run into the problem that if 
not enough people signed up, the event is canceled.

Rob Hiliarides 1935 Duesenberg Model JN  - 
Rollston Berline

Michael Adams 1925 Rolls Royce  Silver Ghost - 
Merrimac Town Car

Tuesday morning CCCA Annual Membership Meeting.  
Carrol Jensen President presiding.
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James Harri 1934 Packard 12. 1107, Conv. Sedan, Dietrich 
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Aaron Weiss’1931 Duesenberg Model J 338 
LeBaron  All Weather Phaeton

Jay Quail 1933 Lincoln Model KB 7 Pass Limo

Harry Clark 1928 Packard Model 443 - Phaeton

Keith Ames  1941 Packard 1906 Le Baron Sport Brougham

dale.   Wednesday evening, the Regional Awards Banquet fea-
tured a “Classics and Cowboys” motif.

Thursday morning CCCA Annual Meeting attendees were treat-
ed with a very special visit to the Clive and Janet Cussler collec-
tion of automobiles and then we headed to the John Breslow 
Collection for a tour and  lunch . As an avid reader of every Clive 
Cussler thriller, I urge every CCCA member to add to their auto-
motive library Built for Adventure.  The Classic Automobiles of 
Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt and Built to Thrill, More Clasdsic Auto-
mobiles from Clive Cussler and Dirk Pitt.  Both hard cover books 
are lavishly presented in vivid colors with accompanying texts of 
their acquisition and restoration.  They are available from Barnes 
and Noble Booksellers, Amazon or the secondary market.
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Strong bidding from new buyers.
1925 Rolls-Royce 40/50 HP Silver Ghost Piccadilly Roadster (CHASSIS NO. S369RK)

SOLD for $280,000
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1909 Rolls-Royce 40/50 HP Silver Ghost Roi des Belges 
(CHASSIS NO. 1203) SOLD for $1,325,000

The amazing Titanic Pub was finely detailed 
SOLD for $84,000

1930 Ruxton Model C Roadster (CHASSIS NO. 11005)
SOLD for $747,500

Tom Brace was gracious enough to invite me along for a long weekend 
in St. Louis, Missouri to inspect a certain non-motorized vintage 
something or other. I was happy to go as I was born in the Jewish 
Hospital there many years ago. So we drove down early Friday, May 
3, and arrived in time to inspect the Fred Guyton collection which was 
being auctioned that weekend by RM Sotheby’s.

This auction made some interesting milestones as reported by RM 
Sotheby’s website. More than 40 percent of bidder’s made up new 
RM Sotheby’s clientele in this no reserve auction which achieved 
$11,679,821 in total sales.

Some members may have seen Mr. Guyton’s collection on the New 
Orleans CCCA CARavan the previous summer. I understand that he 
was a very kind person and I can say that after looking at his collection 
of cars, toys, and memorabilia, that he had a refined taste. Everything 
seemed to have been chosen very carefully on his part. 

After browsing the collection and picking out some favorite things, 
we checked into our hotel and we were off to find “the best St. Louis 
barbecue” to be had. We were fortunate to be pointed to Sugarfire 
BBQ by our hotel staff and were not let down.

The next morning we were at the auction early and chatted with others 
waiting for the doors to open. We found Winston,  Don, and Webster 
Peterson, and Kari Albers and made our way in.

The auction started with some of the memorabilia and art and it was 
soon apparent that the buyers came to spend. Many built Pocher kits 
went for $2500 and more. Some of Mr Guyton’s art collection was really 
outstanding and the bids showed that other’s agreed.

After a short break, the auction resumed with the cars. This is what the 
bidders were really waiting for. Most cars went over auction estimates 
easily. The top sellers being the 1909 Rolls-Royce Silver Ghost at $1.325 
million and the 1930 Duesenberg Model J Convertible Sedan got $1.105 
million. Sorry to say that neither Tom or I held the top bid on those.

In fact we were not fortunate enough to hold the top bid on anything 
through out the whole weekend. Not for lack of trying… Tom bid on 
a very nice Pierce Arrow Travelodge, and I bid on a number of book 
collections. 

The second day was more of the same high bids and we saw some 
very pedestrian items, such as trailers and modern cars, go for what I 
thought were ridiculously high prices.

We decided it was fortunate for Mr. Guyton’s family that the buyers/
spenders were there and were happy for them and to see the collection 
together one last time.
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The highlight of our weekend was Hyman Limited’s 
30th anniversary party on Saturday night. Tom and I 
walked the 100 yards from our hotel to Mark Hyman’s 
showroom and found he really knows how to throw 
a party. Complimentary dinner, drinks, and music all 
in the company of the Hyman Ltd. inventory. Every 
car was detailed perfectly and the building itself 
was spotless. I was especially impressed with the 
mechanics area. I was also able to meet a lot of new 
people, and introduce myself as the new Windshield 
Post editor.

I have to admit I spent most of my time really examining 
a few classics, such as the 1935 and 1936 Pierce-Arrow 
Silver Arrows, a few Packards, Delahayes, Cords, and 
Cadillacs. The amount of big, bad, Bentleys was mind-
boggling. My true favorite to see was Fatty Arbuckle’s 
1919 Pierce-Arrow Tourer with Don Lee coachwork. 
With an 825 cubic inch engine and truck chassis, it is 
absolutely massive. I’m told the body was designed 
by Harley Earl. The bright purple paintwork and white 
tires make me smile.

Thanks goes to Tom for dragging me along and to Mr. 
Hyman for the wonderful party.

1937 Packard Twelve Seven Passenger Touring Sedan 
sold for $43,680

The author poses with Fatty Arbuckle’s 1919 Pierce-Arrow

1927 Duesenberg Model X Dual Cowl Phaeton sold for 
$527,500

1937 Pierce-Arrow Model C Travelodge was well 
equipped with accessories and sold for $44,800

Some of Mr. Guyton’s impressive memorabilia collection.
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UMR Classic Reveal
May 19, 2019 saw a few members joining for the now 
traditional breakfast at the Crowne Plaza in Plymouth, 
which usually includes the annual UMR Classic Reveal. 
This year Mother Nature had other plans for the cars, 
so everyone drove modern and joined together inside 
for plenty of good food. This is proving to be a popular 
event each year. So plan on next year if you haven’t 
made it! Also in attendance but not pictured was our 
photographer Winston Peterson.

Gunta Brace, Al Longley, Barb Wothe, Roger Wothe, 
Bjorn Anderson, and Rich Meyer

Dave Brand, Tom & Joan St. Martin, 
Bob Gavrilescu, and Tom Brace

Joan St. Martin and Kathy Longley
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By Tom Brace

The opinions expressed in this article 
represent solely the view of the author and 
should not be construed as a policy of the 
Classic Car Club of America or the Upper 
Midwest Region of the CCCA. It is difficult to 
read a current publication without coming 
across a great article about cars that are 
about to go to the crusher unless the reader 

moves quickly. The fact that these cars have 
been “stored” in an open field unprotected 
for many years receives only a passing 
mention or photograph. The story usually 
talks about people who through the years 
have tried to purchase cars or parts and have 
not been successful. The name of this essay 
is hopefully beginning to make sense. The 
owner has planned to”store up for future 
use”. I would submit that placing a vehicle on 

1913 Packard 2-48 Roadster - Smith Hempstead Oliver

To Store Up For Future Use

SquirrelinG
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a windy hill, gully or deep woods somehow 
negates what might be described as saving. 
The word dumping comes to mind. 
Sometimes the party has placed these cars 
inside or under some cover. This is an 
improved alternative. At least they are out of 
the direct effects of the weather. Many times 
access is just as difficult because of a reluctant 
owner or wading through the sheer volume 
of material stored. We have heard that under 
that pile of parts is a complete.....

With the renewed interest in Original cars, 
these hordes of collectors are now more than 
ever interested in finding the “barn fresh” 
originals. These buyers are an audience who 
can admire and dream of owning one of 
treasures. The author has seen collections 
where cards have been left on the windshield 
against the day the car might be sold. This is 
a new high for some of these owners. “Look 
how many people want my car.” Nobody 
should be required to sell something that 
they do not want to. However, if there are 
buyers who can bring these cars back to the 
glory that they once had, there should be 
some consideration. One collector, who I 
have a great deal of respect for, is selling 
some lesser cars for capital to restore some 
of his more significant cars. This is a win/win 
situation. Someone else gets a car and the 
owner is restoring and improving his 
collection. Not in numbers but in quality. 

There is a particular problem with parts. 
When one is restoring a car, the need for a 
particular part can become critical. The 
restoration can grind to a halt. Finding the 
part can be difficult and then frustrating if 
the party who has six is unwilling to sell one. 
At a Packard membership meet I met a man 
who had three late 30’s Packard transmissions 
for sale. I asked him about them and the reply 
was that he had five and it was time that he 
made available to the collecting public some 
of his extras that he was never going to need. 
This unnamed man is a friend of the hobby 
and has made a contri-bution toward getting 
more Packards back on the road Sometimes 

the sale of a part is made rather unwillingly. 

I sold a new set of points and condensers for 
a Lincoln K. It made the difference to a friend 
who was planning to go on a CARavan and 
was still using the original points that were in 
the car when he purchased it many years 
before. He was working hard to get the car 
ready and I really wanted to help him. I once 
sold an exhaust manifold to a man who was 
desperate as he was finishing a very difficult 
and costly restoration. I wanted to keep it as 
an extra for a Packard that I was driving on 
CARavans and to a lot of shows. He talked 
me into the sale. I gave him a good price and 
he finished the car. Six months later he sold 
the car. I felt a little foolish.
Today, fewer and fewer people are doing full 
restorations, especially themselves. I believe 
these people need to be supported and 
encouraged. Restorations are becoming 
more and more expensive. Parts are getting 
harder and harder to find. All that is being 
asked is that some consideration might be 
exercised in terms of price and availability.

THE ALTERNATIVE
I attended an auction that was Fire Service 
related. I was there at the beginning and 
then had to leave for a business meeting. I 
returned later after the auction was over and 
talked with some people who I had never 
met in the hobby. The answer was they were 
not in the hobby. They had come to bid on 
scrap metal and had done very well. All kinds 
of brass fittings, nickel plated parts, hose, 
etc. were essentially “given away.” There are 
many sides to this issue. The intent of this 
article is to begin a dialogue regarding the 
issues raised. If we are stewards of history, is 
there not some responsibility to protect part 
of what we treasure? We have a lot of people 
in this hobby and there is room for almost 
everyone. There is a car or other element of 
this hobby for almost everyone. I would 
respectfully suggest that maybe it is time 
that we stop venerating some of these 
squirrels and quit giving them the attention 
that they so crave. 
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3531 County Road 3 NW, Annandale, Minnesota 55302

320-274-8497 or 320-286-2560
www. frenchlakeautoparts.com

sales@ frenchlakeautoparts.com

SPECIALIZING IN 
OLDER VEHICLES
SPECIALIZING IN 
OLDER VEHICLES

ALL MAKES & MODELS 
FROM 

1900 TO PRESENT

FRENCH LAKE AUTO PARTS
A world leader in auto recycling!

“Junktown USA” 
OVER 100 ACRES OF CARS

5410 International Parkway New Hope, MN 55428

612-568-0068  hq-ma.com

Headquarters Machine
and Restoration

High Quality Restoration and Automobile Services
Specializing in Classic, Collector and Street Rods

We excel in repairing maintaining & rebuilding engines of all types

Winter Storage now available!

#1 Vintage engine rebuilder in town
Give us a call

Visit us on 

Facebook
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WANTED
CCCA NATIONAL 
CLASSIC CAR TROPHY
For a Project

Har vey Oberg • 651-739-9754

AUTOMOTIVE 
TECH BULLETINS
from the 1950s and Earlier

Bjorn Anderson • 763-535-4129

FOR SALE
1934 PACKARD 
Super Eight Model 1104 Club 

Sedan CCCA Senior No. 3153 

awarded in 2014.  An outstand-

ing example that completed 

the 2013 CCCA Cross Countr y 

Caravan.  Offered at $98,500.00 

temperature controlled storage 

in Mpls.    California Car Cover   

Contact:   Ray Kroll  cp 612-819-

9645 hp 612-377-5533  rckroll@

comcast.net

1947 PACKARD
Custom Super Clipper Model 

2106 Club Sedan CCCA Senior 

No. 3157 awarded in 2014, AACA  

First Junior in 2016.  Packard 

International Motor Car Club 

Circle of Champions Award 

Januar y 2009.  Considered the 

best extant.  The only example 

known to have been finished in 

Vanderbilt  Gray with maroon 

interior.   Offered at $99,800.00 

temperature controlled storage 

in Mpls.    California Car Cover 

Contact:   Ray Kroll  cp 612-819-

9645 hp 612-377-5533  rckroll@

comcast.net

CADILLAC PARTS
Distributer Cap for Cadillac 

V-12  - $225.00 

Distributer Cap for 1929 Cadillac 

V-8 - $150.00

Two (2) 1929 Cadillac axle shafts 

- $300.00

buyer agrees to pay shipping 

cost - Contact:   Ray Kroll  cp 

612-819-9645 hp 612-377-5533     

rckroll@comcast.net

1940 CADILLAC PARTS
Grille,  star ter switch, headlight 

switch, clock, heater switch, 

trim rings, radiator,  hub caps, 

medallions, manuals,  gas cap, 

trunk light, oil  f i lter unit, 

ignition switch, Steele Rubber 

items, trunk lock brackets, 

radiator tubes, tire rims, 

Appleton Fog light set,  Misc.  

(Pictures available upon request) 

Larr y Klement (#3376) 952-884-

6563 / lklement4047@q.com
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WANTED: YOUR AD HERE
FREE FOR UMR MEMBERS 

Contact Email: Bjorn@BroadwayAutoTech.com

Classifieds
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PLEASE CONTACT:
Bjorn@BroadwayAutoTech.com

ADVERTIZE YOUR BUSINESS:
CONTACT WINSTON PETERSON

winbp@aol.com

TE Warth Esq Automotive Books
Rare Titles for the Connoisseur

alibris.com/stores/tewrthautobooks
101 Judd St

Marine, Minnesota
612-801-5335



2019

July 28 -  10,000 Lakes Concours

Aug 17 - UMR Picnic at Al and Kathy Longley’s House

Sept 28 - UMR Fall Tour with IA and MN Packard Clubs

Oct 20 -  UMR Member Meeting at Mancini’s

Dec -  UMR Christmas Party

2020

Jan -  UMR Tech Seminar

Feb -  UMR/LCOC Pot Luck

Mar -  UMR Membership Meeting at Ellingson’s

Apr -  UMR Spring Garage Tour

May -  UMR Classic Reveal

June -  CCCA Museum Experience

ADVERTIZE YOUR BUSINESS:
CONTACT WINSTON PETERSON

winbp@aol.com

Check out our YouTube Channel!
http://www.youtube.com/user/umrCcca, for  
videos on our events. Be sure to subscribe!!

“Like” us on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/Upper-Midwest- 
Region-CCCA-339583021327
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UMRCCCA WEBSITE: 
w w w.u m r c c c a .o r g
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GROUP EVENTS
Please note that some events are tentative. See mailer’s and email for most current info.



Check out our YouTube Channel!
http://www.youtube.com/user/umrCcca, for  
videos on our events. Be sure to subscribe!!

“Like” us on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/Upper-Midwest- 
Region-CCCA-339583021327
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